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News Briefs
Karg elected president
Junior Evan Karg was elected
Tuesday as the 2009-2010 student
body president. Usually, Olivet’s
school year begins with a student
body president already in place,
but at the end of last year, the in
coming president resigned before
beginning his term. The Associ
ated Student Council voting coun
cil members decided to hold the
presidential election in the fall,
alongside freshmen elections.
In order to accept his new po
sition,. Karg had to resign as VP
for spiritual life. The ASC voting
council voted Tuesday evening
and elected sophomore Jordan
Bergren as his replacement.
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Enrollment goal passed
Freshman numbers rebound from down year in 2008
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Nesbitt lunches removed

? Claudia Voicu
Standing in line to.get a cold
lunch'in the lobby of Nesbitt is
nolongeran option for Olivet stu
dents."
The lobby of Nesbitt was closed
this year after months of research
showed that keeping it open as a
lunch location no longer made fi-|
nancial sense.
Joshua Head, Sodexo retail
manager, said the research indi
cated that Nesbitt lobby was only
averaging between 75 and ’80
students daily, compared to 700
at the Red Room and 160 at the
Tiger Den.
“Our decision came down to
business,” he said.
Head said that students tend to
prefer hot lunches anyway, and
with the other nearby options on
campus, he said, students would
not miss Nesbitt too much as a
lunch option.
Junior Leah Shankster, howev
er, said, “It was really nice know
ing that I could go to Nesbitt and
grab a quick lunch without wait
ing in the enormous lines that the
rest of the locations have.”
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►M ATTH EW CA W V EY
mcawvey@olivet.edu

A year after facing a decline of
more than-15 percent in the size
of the freshman class, Olivet en
rolled its largest group in school
history this semester, according to
the registrar’s office.
This fall’s freshman Ariass of
778 students breaks the record set
in 2006, when 752 freshmen en
rolled at Olivet. Freshman hous
ing this semester is also bursting
from the seams.
Susan Wolff, director o f un
dergraduate admissions, said the
work in recruiting students for
this school year is cause for cel
ebration.

tor Andrew Twibell
said that the dor
*778
mitory
was fillip a
^752
drastic
difference
from last year when
1712
J0 3
the top floor was va
cant.
“Last year, every
671
body was so spread
out, and it got to
be that sometimes
601
people would leave
at (the end of the
first) semester or
leave for other rea-ij
sons, and then peo
ple wouldn’t have
roommates. ... Last
year’s community
was different than
this year,” he said.
“So I’m really
definitely
enjoy
FRESHMAN ENROLLMENT FROM 200-2009
ing
the
way
that
the
SOURCE: OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR
guys are mteracting,
Olivet’s strong enrollment fig getting to know each other. Ev
ures follow what Wolff described erybody’s got a roommate. -... So
as a campus-wide effort coordi it really, I think, helps people get
nated by admissions to recruit used to living in community with
more students. Now, the size of each other, so that’s a definite ad
the freshman class actually ex vantage, I’d sayllfei
ceeds Olivet’s goal, which is 725
This year’s freshman record
students, said Woody Webb, vice thwarts national trends recorded
president for student develop by theNational Association for
ment.
College Admission Counseling.
. Freshman housing was at 99 In a 2009 survey by the associa
percent capacity late last month, tion, more than 70 percent of re
Webb said.
sponding high school counselors
In addition to Parrot and Wil indicated that more students were
liams halls, female freshmen this “foregoing their ‘dream schools’
year live on the fourth floor of in favor of more affordable opMcClain Hall, a dormitory pri tions.g|‘..
marily for sophomores as well
Also, more students were plan
as transfers, juniors and seniors, ning on taking classes this fall
resident director Mary Margaret at public, as opposed to private,
Reed said.
colleges, 60 percent of respond
In Nesbitt Hall, resident direc ing counselors indicated, com

Ollies Follies ‘09

Seniors 16,800
Juniors 14,250

Sophomores 10,650
Freshmen 6,000

PHOTOS BY KELLY HOLCOMB

paring students’ plans to numbers
from fall 2008.
Various signs indicated last
year that this fall’s freshman class
at Olivet would break the record,
Wolff said.
M B believe it was in April that we
really began to think this could be
a record-breaking class, primar
ily due to our enrollment deposits
that were strong and consistent
with all our other indicators, like
accepted applications and cam
pus visit reports along with the
number of families, that filed the
EAFSA,” Wolff said, referring to
the Free Application for Federal
Student Aid.
Wolff attributed the success this
year largely to tweaking Olivet’s
scholarship program and starting
the financial aid process sooner.
In an e-mail to The Daily Jour
nal last month, Greg Bruner, Ol
ivet’s director of financial aid, said
that “ONU changed the structure
o f our academic scholarships to
encourage more students to com
mit early in the recruiting c y c le d
Bruner said in an interview with
the GlimmerGlass that freshmen
received academicy scholarships
for their four years at ONU that
were “revamped^from what stu
dents got in the past in light of the
higher cost of attending Olivet.
The number of freshmen Is not
going unnoticed on campus, ei
ther. Freshman Rebekah Harrison
said she noticed the relative size
of her class when ONU President
John Bowling had the freshmen
stand up in the first chapel of the
year.
“We represented such a big per
centage of the school,” Harrison
said.
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Dr. Bow ling decides to stay
ONU president accepts, rescinds general superintendency
►M ELO D Y KENNELL
m kennell@ olivet.edu

However, he felt no confir
mation in a spiritual sense. He
remembers thinking that if it'is
what he should do, then not to do
it would not be good.
’. nfYou know, sometimes you get
confirmation before, sometimes
you get it after making the deci
sion,” he said.

Day Two
Bowling was now officially a
general superintendent, so he im
mediately started meeting with
the board. He said he and his wife
Jill experienced grief and a sense
of loss, but it seemed natural. The
whole day it never entered his
mind to rescind.

her prayers and what the Bowl
ings were experiencing. There are
several others who experienced
the same early morning call to
prayer for Bowling.

“Dr. Bowling’s on the bull!”
A mass of students rushed
through the quad during the block
Back in Orlando
party on Aug. 28 to watch the uni
Bowling knew if he did not feel
versity president riding the me
right about this, then he should
chanical bull.'
not go on.
Though this was a surprising
At 5 a.m. he felt that God was
sight, it pales in comparison to the Word Spreads
Day Three
surprise and shock much of the
On Thursday Bowling woke up checking him and stopping him
During General Assembly^
Olivet community experienced Chenoweth was on vacation in around 3 or 3:30 a.m., which was from proceeding. He told Jill he
this summer when they almost Tennessee. As soon as Bowl unusual for him. He noticed that was going to rescind.
At 6 a.m. he
lost John Bowling as president.
ing was elected
walked to the
The 27th General Assembly of and
accepted
convention cen
the Church of the Nazarene was the position as
ter and thought
held in Orlando, Fla., from June superintendent,
to himself, “I
24 to July 3. This year, Bowling Chenoweth’s cell
would
rather
was elected as, a general super phone was floodtake a bullet
intendent, the highest position in ‘ed with calls and
than have to tell
the Nazarene church. Less than- text m essage^
the Board of
two days after his acceptance, he He was surprised
General Super
rescinded the position and decid but not worried
intendents about
ed to return to Olivet for his 19th about what would
this.”
year as college president.
happen next.
On his way to
“I trust John
the
meeting of
Past Experiences
Bowling’s spiri
superintendents
General Assembly is held every tual
discern
he ran into Da
four years. Since 2005 Bowling. ment,” he said.
vid Wilson, the
has been facing the challenge of
general secre
whether or not to leave Olivet for A Student’s
tary and primary
a position as general superinten Perspective
a d m in is tra to r
dent. In 2001 Bowling was nomi-^.
Music major
for details of the
nated but stepped down before Reuben
Lillie
PHOTO SUBMITTED BY SHANNON BATTERSHELL convention. He
voting began, and then in 2005 he was at General,
_
,_
was elected but declined the posi Assembly when Students show ONU President Dr. John Bowling their told Wilson of
Bowling accepti appreciation by rooting him on at the Block Party on his decision. He
tion.
was stunned but
According to Gregg Che- ed the position. Eriday, Aug. 2 8 ^ - ^
assured Bowling
noweth, vice president for aca Lillie expected
demic affairs, Bowling made it that it was going to happen and ' Jill was also up, so they talked that it was OK.
At 7 a,m. Bowling arrived at
clear, publicly and privately, that was struggling with how to deal about the change that was hap
he didn’t expect to be nominated. with it. When the acceptance was pening in their lives. After an the board meeting. The voting
When the board of trustees for Ol made, he was OK with it becaus6 hour and a half he felt troubled was over so the other superinten
ivet met in May, Bowling actually he had prepared himself. Af and still didn’t have the sense dents were relaxed and upbeat.
encouraged the trustees who were ter Bowling’s acceptance, Lillie of peace that he expected would He knew he had to bring it up. He
explained to them that he really
also delegates not to vote for him made his way to the platform to come after his decision.
felt checked about the position
at General Assembly.
shake Bowling’s hand and was
and had no peace or confirma
Other
Early
Wakers
surprised when Bowling em
Bowling was later told that he tion. He had decided to rescind
Day One
braced him for a hug.
But on Tuesday, June 30, Bowl
“It was a really special mo was being prayed for at that exact his decision.
It was quite a shock to the
time. Office of Student Develop
ing was elected as the 38th gen ment,” Lillie said.
eral superintendent. He asked for
Throughout the day people ment secretary Becky Williams, group. Wilson showed up again
time to think and pray about'his asked him- what he would miss said she had prayed for Bowl- - and helped the superintendents
decision, and later that evening he about having Bowling as his col ing the night he accepted the job, figure out what to do next and
accepted the position. This was lege president. He said he was but the Lord woke her up around how to start the voting again.
Back in Tennessee, Chenoweth
not a job that he had been seek going to have to shake somebody 3 a.m. Thursday to pray for him
ing, so he wondered if God was else’s hand when he got his di again. She remembers telling was surprised when he got a text
trying to get his attention.
ploma, and he was not looking God that she already prayed for- message telling him Bowling had
“I thought, well, maybe this is forward to that.
him, so why do it again? She later rescinded, but he. was happy for
found out the connection between Olivet “in a selfish way^fc
what I’m supposed to do.”
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When Bowling returned to
work after General Assembly,
there was a sign on Burke that
read “Welcome Back.” He said
he’s received a lot of affirmation
from people who are glad he is
still here, even people in the com
munity.
It is clear from the “I (heart)
Dr. B” shirts which many stu
dents are wearing that they are
also happy he is still here. A re
spected educator, well-known
leader in the Nazarene Church
and campus celebrity, Bowling
is a man who surprises everyone
by jumping on the mechanical
bull, but he is also seen early in
the morning praying at the chapel
construction site.
“I feel blessed to have him as
my university president,” Lillie
said.

ABOUT GLIMMERGLASS
The GlimmerGlass is the official news
paper of the Associated Students
of Olivet Nazarene University and a
member of the Illinois College Press
Association. The opinions expressed
in the GlimmerGlass are those of each
writer and are not necessarily held by
the Associated Student Council, facul
ty, administration or students o f Olivet
Nazarene University.
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The GlimmerGlass encourages read
ers to respond through letters to the
editor. For publication, letters must
be signed and sent to GlimmerGlass,
Box 6024. The editor reserves the right
to edit letters for content style and
length. Publication is not guaranteed.
Further inquiries may be addressed by
calling the GlimmerGlass office at cam-i
pus extension 5315.
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Since his emotionally exhaust
ing ordeal this summer, Bowl
ing has had no second thoughts.
However, he does regret the stress
which he put the church through.
^ Ifl know I was just trying to do
what was right,” he said.
In a letter to the Board of Gen
eral Superintendents, sent in July,
Bowling related his experience at
General Assembly to the story of
Abraham and Isaac, where God
asked Abraham to sacrifice his
son, the one thing he loved most.
Bowling said he thinks this may
have been a way of the Lord re
newing his own commitements.
“I really love my job here at
Olivet, but I couldn’t love it more
than I love God.” '
When Bowling first accepted
the position as general superinten
dent, he told Jill that they should
use this moment in their lives to
really become better people. Af
ter rescinding, they decided to
relate that resolution to their lives
at Olivet. They have returned to
school with a fresh perspective
and are not taking any of this for
granted.
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Home at Olivet

Olivet braces for H1N1
►M ELO D Y KENNELL

flulike symptoms, then the CDC
has asked universities to assume
that it is the H1N1 virus.
If a student must be put into
During the first two weeks of
school, over 2,500 students at isolation, the university hopes to
Washington State University re send them home to recover. If the
ported flu Symptoms. According student is not able to go home,’
to the World Health Organization, then they are put in one of the
the H1N1 flu currently accounts guest rooms on campus. Webb
for 76 percent of influenza viruses said the university has currently
reserved about 30 beds. Resident
around the world.
With the H1N1 virus, or swine directors and resident assistants
flu, reaching pandemic propor are responsible for checking on
tions, most colleges in th.e nation the ill. students and bringing them
are preparing and implementing meals, fluids and medication.
If it becomes necessary to iso
plans of action to keep their stu
dents healthy. Olivet is no excep late a large number of students*
tion.
there is a contingency in place to
Olivet is following the rcc-• use Birchard Gymnasium. Sepa
ommendations set forth by the rate areas would be constructed
Centers for Disease Control and using curtains, and meals would
Prevention. The CDC has urged be delivered to the students re
universities to provide a way to covering there.
Webb said that most healthy^.,
quarantine students who may
have the virus. As of Thursdaym . college-aged students in the na
six Olivet students have been tion have recovered from H1N1
put into “isolation,” according within three to four days. Season
to Bethany Knight, ONU Health al flu typically lasts 10-14 days.
According to the H1N1 student
Service nurse.
If a student has a fever higher policy e-mail, which was sent to all
than 100 degrees, accompanied Olivet faculty and students, there
by either a cough or sore throat, is currently no commercial test
they will first be tested for other available to determine if someone
diseases, such as strep throat. If has H1N1. Therefore, they must
no other illness is causing their assume that if the symptoms are

Illinois Hospitalization Cases
I o fH lN lin 2 0 °9

m kennell@ olivet.edu
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there, then it is H1N1.
In order to be removed from
isolation, the student must be
fever-free for 24 hours without
medication. A resident director
has to sign a’permission slip and
verity that the student is free to
return to their classes.
Senior Jonathan Shreves has
been in isolation in the Hills Hall
guest room since Monday after
noon.
On Sunday evening, after re
turning from a visit to Ohio, he
wasn’t feeling well and went to
the nurse. He had a temperature

of around 100 degrees, along with
a cough, sore throat and body
aches.
Shreves knew Olivet was tak-l
ing precautions, but he was still
surprised when they said he had
to be put in isolation. Although
he is worried about missing his
classes," Shreves understands
why Olivet has reacted this way.
He said there’s nothing else they
could do.
Webb urges any student with
symptoms to report to their resi
dence director or ONU’s Health
Service immediately.

ONU toughens alcohol
policy, may call police
►JE S S IC A CO H EA

vious years.
The policy was changed be
Olivet staff and faculty are cause the staff and faculty are
committed to setting the example committed to the student body
for the students that come and go and helping them live pure lives,
throughout the years. That ex| Bishop said.
ample may sometimes warrant a
The university’s alcohol policy
little “tough love,” said Dwayne works on a three-step process
Mills, associate dean for student Mills said. The first offense of
development.
alcohol use yields a three-day
This tough love has always in suspension from campus plus
cluded a no-tolerance policy for four weeks of conduct probation,
alcohol, but this year, the policy during which privileges like late
has been revamped.
passes are taken away.
In previous years, the police
In the case of a second offense,
were only involved if they had the suspension is extended to five
knowledge of the underage drink days, and the probation is eight to
ing before the university did. 15 weeks long. A third offense re
Now, a student will be turned sults in expulsion.
over to the Bourbonnais Police
The university is committed to
Department on a first offense if the student body and getting them
the safety of the community is at set on the right path for a success
risk, said Craig Bishop, director ful future, Bishop said.
of public safety.
“We don’t want to be ‘the man’
Also, the police are informed or ‘the suits,”’ Mills said.
of the situation on the second of
Instead, he said they want to he
fense if the student is underage.
mentors.
Bishop said the new policy has
“We love you,” he said, refer
not been put into action yet this ring to the faculty’s love for the
year, but the university has dealt student body. “We care for you.
with alcohol consumption in pre We believe you have value.”
jcohea@ olivet.edu
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Usually this time -of year we
answer questions about the medi
cal care health service provides,
how we can help the student with
a medical condition, and where to
turn in a health form.
a
% This year, however, we are
spending a lot of our time and en
ergy focusing on answering a dif- ;
ferent type of question: “How is
Olivet preparing for the H1N1 in
fluenza?” This question is coming
from students and parents alike.’
Thankfully, we have an answer
for them;
V>
■ For the past 18 months or so we
have been working on a plan for i
Olivet in case of an influenza pan-'
demic. The Pandemic Prepared
ness Team, consisting of 10 or so
people, has gathered to discuss
the possibilities and the probabili
ties of having a new strain of in-,
fluenza on campus and what that
may look like.
!' For the present moment, th e
H1N1 influenza or “swine flu”,
does not appear to have a higher
mortality rate than the regular
seasonal influenza. Because we
have no previous immunity to
this influenza, it is difficult to tell
if it will stay that way. Currently,
people ages 19-24 seem to have;
the worst cases of the HIN1 in
fluenza.
What does swine flu look like?It is not a case of the sniffles, a
mild cough or a stomach bug. It is ’
a respiratory virus accompanied
by a high fever, chills, body aches
and extreme fatigue. It can last
between a week and 10 days. / $
How is swine flu spread? It
is spread from person to person;
through droplets. It is spread, for .
example, through kissing, sharing
drinks and by being in close prox
imity to someone who is sick.
;
| What type of treatment is avail
able for swine flu? Most people
who have swine flu do not require
a prescription medication but can"
treat the symptoms with over-!
the-countcr medication such as'
Tylenol and Robitussin. For some'
people with underlying medical
conditions or for those who have
a more severe set of symptoms,'
anti-viral medication is needed.- I
? How can I prevent getting this*
virus? The single best way to 5
prevent getting any illness is to
wash your hands. Covering your
cough or sneeze with the crook o f
your arm and staying home if you
are sick are two ways to prevent
spreading illness once you have
it. We have requested doses of the
vaccine from the government and
are waiting to find out if we will
receive it.
.We have been preparing for this;
and are ready to help our campus^
through this season. Please pay"
attention fo updates through e-1
mail, living-area education, Tiger ;
Talk and Channel 3.

Nathan Krause, junior
was in Mali (Africa) because my parents were missionar
ies there. When I first heard about what happened, I was in
class. As soon as teachers found out what was happening
in the States, we got dismissed. Since we were in a Mus
lim country, the embassy sent out a warning to clear out build
ings and send everyone home because too many Americans in
one place posed an easy target. We got out of school. We went
home. We didn’t have school for two more days. I was scared,
but right off I knew we were safe because the Africans that were
Muslims were not very aggressive. They actually liked Ameri
cans because they were there to help them in their need.

I

Connie Whiteside, senior
It was about 8:30 in the morning and I was in class. The class
was super noisy and my teacher was kind of upset. She had a
weird expression on her face, and I noticed the radio was on.
During the first class session, my teacher started explaining
what was going on. I was in shock the whole time. Another of
my classmates was crying because she was saying the Sears
Tower could be next. I didn’t even want to go outside to play
because it was so nerve-racking. I was only 14; I cared, but I
didn’t know what was going on. It was nerves at the time, and
it kind of still is.

Isaac Watson, sophomore
I was in my social studies class in eighth grade and my teach
er had a TV in the room. I remember looking at it, and it was
something. There was a lot of drama and people were crying.
During the weeks following September 11A saw the news, the
government and people gather to pray like never before. It was
a crazy time, but, at file same time, I thought that it brought
people to reverence God.”

Sarah Blanchette, senior

►N ATALEE AND ERSO N
nanderso@oliyet.edu

My Grandmother
Anderson remembers
listening to the radio
on Dec. 7, 1941. She
heard the news o f
the attack on Pearl
Harbor and will
never forget. She
was 15 at the time.
Does Sept. 11, 2001,
have the same effect
on our generation?

¡Too close fo rlo p ifo r t
t I can still remember...
in Manhattan at that time and
often had meetings in the World
Trade Center. We could not reach
her all day. She was, thankfully,
On the morn not working there at the time but
ing of , Sept. was in the city. She ended up hav
11, 2001, I can ing to walk over the Brooklyn
still remember Bridge, covered in ash and debris,
| sitting in my to get home because the tunnels,
Spanish class, which
was bridges, and all forms of public
about 45 minutes from Manhat transportation were closed.
tan. My teacher was talking about
For weeks after that tragic day,
what she heard on the radio. From I was able see smoke coming
the tidbit that she shared with the - from the city. Everywhere you
class, it seemed as though it was looked you saw an American flag
a small plane that did not do any and a sign that read, “God Bless
significant damage. Throughout • America.” •
the day, rumors flew about what
My cousin, who is a New York
was really going on in the city.
City firefighter, spent months
When I got out of school, I cleaning up ground zero. Be
went home to find my mother and cause of that day, my brother ap
father home from work early and plied to be in the New York Fire
extremely upset. I think that was Department, and I can only hope
the first time I’ve seen my father that he never has to experiences
cry.
something as catastrophic as what
My oldest sister was working happened on Sept. 11,2001. ; SJi

I was in an eighth grade English class when I found out the
buildings were hit. I was in total shock. I had no clue that (such
a thing) was even a possibility. I remember my teacher was
a Christian but was not permitted to pray with us. However,
she allowed a few of us to gather in a group and pray over the
towers and the people in them and the airplanes. (The attack)
made me feel scared at first, but at the same time, I knew God
was in control.

Sarah Clark, senior
I was in Lima, Peru, as a missionary kid. I was at a private
Christian international school. My teacher would start off the
day with prayer. She asked for prayer requests and one (of)
my friends asked for prayer for file United States because she
was told two planes crashed into the World Trade Towers. My
teacher did not believe her. She said, “That could never hap
pen.” We found out later it was true by word of mouth. In Peru,
the States are respected, so it seemed shocking that someone
could actually attack the United States and that something as
famous as the Twin Towers could go down. After that, we had
to be careful. The embassy told Americans not to congregate
in large groups.

Dolphy Biswas, senior
I was shopping at the local mall in Calcutta, India. They had
the TVs that showed the news. All we saw was two airplanes
crash into buildings and we heard rumor that everyone in New
York died and the city was on fire. We went home and saw the
actual news. India went on red alert. My parents had just arrived
back from visiting the World Trade Towers a few weeks before,
so we were very thankful they were not still in the USA

,9/11 hits

nome

Senior Tiffany Atkinson and her father

father by phone, so Herman pose outside McHie Arena.
my family was redlly
at 13 years old. My friend Dartatkinso@olivet.edu
nervous. We sat up waiting and cie’s dad was a firefighter called
I remember 9/11 like it was hoping to hear from my father or to the scene and the towers came
yesterday. I was in the eighth see him walk through the door. down while he was still inside. I
grade and sitting in my third-pe The house phone rang nonstop. was so happy God spared my fa
riod class when the administra About twelve hours later, my ther in that tragic event. *
tion told us a plane hit the towers. father walked through the front
Sept. 11 was one of the saddest
Later, they decided it was time to door covered in dust.
days of my life, and that probably
He had just left the towers holds true for most New Yorkers.
notify students and find out where
our parents worked in the city. My when they began to collapse. He
I remember churches every
father was an electrical technician took off running like thousands of where, including mine, were
that worked in all of New York’s others. My father was afraid. He packed Sunday morning with
main buildings, such as the Em usually takes the train home but people crying, grieving and
pire State Building and the World- it shut down so he had to walk praying. This terror attack on
across the Brooklyn Bridge and the World Trade Center is really
Trade Center.
We were sent home. I remember take a taxi home to Long Island.
what inspired me to go into law
Sept. 11 really hit me when I enforcement, and it changed my
sitting outside and seeing fighter
jets flying low in the sky threaten talked to some of my friends at views on a lot of things growing
school whose parents didn’t make up. Sept. 11 is a day I will never
ing to shoot down any planes.
We weren’t able to reach my it. It was really devastating to hear forget.
►TIFFANY A TKIN SO N

Students party with Jesus
►C A T H Y S C H U T T
cschutt@olivet.edu

hree hundred chairs could not
hold the amount of students gath
ered to praise their God at Party
With Jesus Monday night.
The night kicked off with a bonfire at
8:30 followed by an outdoor worship ser
vice at 9 by the Warming House.
The crowd buzzed with excitement. The
screen near the stage area counted down
the minutes until the singing would start.
When the countdown hit zero, the students
erupted in applause.
Music group All Things New led their
peers in songs thanking God for His love
for us and for His saving grace.
Hearts and voices joined together in
praise as students sang “Hosanna!” to their
King. A number of students lifted thenhands toward heaven in praise to the Fa
ther.
.
Many students agree that God becomes
alive for them at Party With Jesus. Junior
Sophia Erzumiah said she could feel the

T

Lord s presence in the first song on Mon- and praise God without inhibitions,” she
Many students agree that Party With Je
. day night.
said.
sus is a good time to relax, reflect and refo
“I could literally feel God reaching down
Sophomores Jack Christensen and Jim cus on what’s really important.
and touching the part of me that was hurt Murray are the co leaders of Party With Je ;ff§£like that on Monday nights I can put
ing,” she said.
sus this year. Junior Matt Kee is in charge aside my homework and forget about life for
The opportunity to worship without of music.
an hour and just worship God,” sophomore
boundaries is
A short devo Allison Park said. “Going to Party With
what attracts
tional or Bible Jesus reminds me that although school and
many students
reading typically relationships are important, God should be
f fefg$o blessed to be in an environment begins each PWJ my first priority and everything I do should
to Party With
Jesus.
where I can be open with my faith and
service.
After be for Him.” '
“What
I
that, the night
The PWJ kickoff bonfire made students
praise God without inhibitions.
love
best
is mostly filled excited for what God will be doing in their
-K ate Fox, fre s h m a a
about Party
\ with singing and lives this semester.
With Jesus is.
f prayer.
It had a positive effect on students who
the freedom,”
^
“The purpose are new to the ministry.
junior Luverta Reams said. •
of Party With Jesus is to come together as a
“I was really excited to see what Party
Reams takes the opportunity at PWJ to student body and have community worship With Jesus was going to be like, but, being
praise God through dancing.
to glorify' God,” Murray said.
a freshman, I wasn’t exactly sure what to
“Some people might stare for a while,
Sophomore Katie McCooey said this is expect,” Fox said. “Once it got started, I
and others will join me and we’ll worship what she loves most about Party With Je loved it.”
God together in dance,” she said.
sus. “I think it’s a good way to bring in a
Erzumiah is a junior, but this was her
Freshman Kate Fox also enjoyed the tight-knit community.”
first PWJ service.
freedom of worship at PWJ.
Sometimes Party With Jesus has open
“I completely felt the power of the Lord
“I feel so blessed to be in an environ mic nights for students to share their testi sweep over the crowd,” she said. “If was
ment where I can be open with my faith monies with their peers.
perfect. I’m definitely going again.”

S A M A N T H A ALLEN
sallen2@ olivet.edu

G r a p h ic b y K r is t a Skelti

... there is a website called more about I wlial eact
The area of campus has to ofsite I ww w.seewhatsonu. fer. Videos and picture;
com, is ja resource forfabout each building arc
potential or current stu~;j|also available on this site
dents who want to know
you look closelyjyoi
more about life at Olivet, may even see Dr. Bowl
The interactive map on mg P°P UP> Toby the Ti
the site allows viewers to ger ran around of Chaj
click on several buildings Daddy riding his motor
around campus to learn cycle around campus.

...O livet has an official
blog at http://olivetnazareneu.blogspot.com? Tiger
Bytes offers both informa
tive and entertaining blogs
that readers can comment
on. Weekly blogs include
Trivia Tuesday, Word of
the Week Wednesday
and Five on Friday. Want
to know what happened
at Olivet it 1967? Check
out one of the Throwback
Thursday blogs. Archives
o f older blogs, links to
other ONU websites, Twit-j
ter updates and YouTube
channel links can all be
found on the blog’s main
page.
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And so it begins
►HEATHER PERRY
hperry@olivet.edu

he once-flat ground on
University Avenue now
houses the skeleton of
a structure that will per
manently change the skyline of
Olivet Nazarene University. ONU
students witness the change first
hand as construction of the Betty
and Kenneth Hawkins Centennial
Chapel progresses more and more
each day.
For some students, watching
the new chapel go up is exciting.
PHOTOS BYTCELLY HOLCOMB
■ ‘When I was here back in June
they were clearing the area,” The Betty and Kenneth Hawkins Centennial Chapel is
junior Liz McConnell said. “I scheduled to be completed in December 2010.
watched them bring in all of the 'nearly 60,000-square foot Cen- also makes the Ludwig parking
construction materials. I was here tennial Chapel will have 3,059 lot unavailable to students living
when they put up the first beams. seats, therefore boasting the larg farther away.
- that was neat to see. Now I can est seating capacity in Kankakee
“I miss being able to park in
see the outline of the structure and County. The cross above the en-1 the Ludwig lot,” senior Brittany
where each level will be.”
trance will stand 100 feet high Petree said. “It’s the most con
According to a special edition and will be visible from various venient place for me to park. Be
of The Olivetian in 2008, the areas of campus.
cause of the (construction), those
The chapel is expected to be of us who live in Old Oak have
completed by Dec. 1, 2010. Un to park in the lot behind College
til then, students must endure the Church, which means we have to
presence of construction workers walk a little bit farther.’^
and the mechanical din they bring
Despite the temporary incon
to campus.
venience, many students remain
No one knows this better than. positive about the future of the
the students living in Howe and new chapel.
Grand.
“I’m excited about the new
“The noise wakes me up in the chapel,” Hausken said. “It will
morning sometimes,” sophomore be nice to be able to worship with
Kate Hausken, a resident of the the whole student body (in one
U
H
I
Grand Apartments, said.. “The building).” - ■m
construction lengthens my walk
i& I S R H b S B
“I was really hoping the chapel'
to classes by at least five min would be ready for use before I
utes.”
graduate,” Petree said. “I guess
Construction not only causes I’ll have to come back after I
alternate routes for students liv graduate to take a look.”
ing on the outskirts of campus - it

T
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Healthful Hint

a college student find time to eat that those who ate breakfast were .
breakfast, especially one that is almost 50 percent less likely to ’
bregenfu@olivet.edu
considered healthy?
become obese than those who did
After more than eight hours not eat breakfast.
i; BEEP!
BEEP!
BEEP! without food, your body’s blood
In other words, eating a healthy
BEEEEEEEP!
sugar is low when you wake up breakfast provides you with nec
; Ugh, another Monday morn in the morning. If you don’t eat
essary nutrients and helps you
ing. You roll over and stare at the breakfast, you decrease your abil
• maintain a healthy weight.
clock.
ity. to concentrate and stay alert
While you may not have time
7:15 W *
B
because your blood glucose isn’t to eat breakfast in Ludwig every
Why on earth did you set your given a chance to increase after a
morning, a simple way to jump- \
alarm so eatly when class isn’t meal. As a result, those who don’t
start your day could be as easy as
juntil 8:30?
eat breakfast tend to be more le eating a piece of fruit and yogurt,
You hit snooze before any of thargic, irritable and restless in
or instant oatmeal with a glass of
‘your roommates wake up and the morning than those who do.
100 percent orange juice or low-3
; drift back to sleep..
■ Research shows that people fat milk. Or, try my personal fa-^
*" Suddenly, you jerk awake and who eat breakfast consume fewer
. vorite - a wholegrain bagel with a j
glance back at the dock. It’s 8:18! calories throughout the day. So, '
tablespoon of peanut buttei
Only 12 minutes to get to clasd i " by eating breakfast, you could
Grab-and*go options for early |
Quickly you jump up, throw also avoid over-eating at lunch or
morning classes don’t have to be l
son some clean (or not-so-cleap) dinner. ' / « H H B WWgf f ia ü
unhealthy. There are plenty of !
jeans and a sweatshirt, grab your
In a 2009 study by the Ameri fast options you can incorporate j;
|books and keys, and race out the can Dietetic Association, ado
into your morning routine to help i
| door, Your stomach growls as you lescent girls who ate a bowl of
you stay alert throughout the day. ;
' practically run to class, but right cereal in the morning tended to
When picking out your break- i
plow, breakfast is the last thing on have higher intakes of fiber, cal
fast foods, try to aim for those
.your mind.
cium, iron, folic acid, vitamin C high in fiber (more than three j
| We’ve all had mornings like and zinc, and lower intakes of fat
grams per serving), those with!
this before, right? We wake up and cholesterol. Those who ate
lean protein and those containing j
late and rush off to class with cereal also tended to have a lower
vitamin C and calcium. ‘
nothing in our stomachs since body mass index than those who
Eating breakfast is an easy w ayl
vthe food from Sodexo we ate the had nothing to eat.
to
consume vitamin-rich „whole!
night before.
E emb Wm
A study at Harvard University grains, fruits and dairy products,!
j§ You’ve heard it said that break- looked at 2,800 adults for a pe so don’t shy away from this int-|f
ifast is the most important meal of riod of over eight years and found
portant meal.
( the day. But why? And how can
> BEKAH REGENR1SS

Highlights
H

FRIDAY
Pre-release movie: “Star Trek”, 7:30 p.m.

SATURDAY
1 2

c o :|
Life Rocks concert:
Brooke Barrett Smith and
Hero, 7:30 p.m.
Spoons-4-Porks improv show, 9 p.m.
STARS planetarium show, 6,7:30, &9 p.m.

I A MONDAY
JL jfc Party With Jesus, 9 p.m.

1

WEDNESDAY

1 U

Parlor, 7 p.m.

”1 o

FRIDAY

X O

Broadway Revue', 7 &9 p.m.

1 Q SATURDAY*
H i
X U Broadway Revue, 7 &9 p.m.
STARS planetarium show, 6,7:30, &9 p.m.

V.Vv'.Revival services, 9 &•10:30 a.m.
20 SUNDAY
Evening revival service, 6 p.m

21 MONDAY
Revival chapel, 9:36 a.m.
Evening Revival Service, 7 p.m.
Q Q TUESDAY
Revival chapel, 9:36 a.m
. Evening revival service, 7 p.m
Revival chapel, 9:38 a_m.
23 WEDNESDAY
Evening revival service,

7 p.m.

O R FRIDAY
N O

Shine.ftn concert: Aaron Shust, Chris Sligh
and Meredith Andrews, 7:30p.m

-(la v a

§

• Retail Coffee Shop
• Fresh Bakery & Soups
• Daily Drink Specials
• Free WIFI With Purchase
Mon - Sat: 6 a.m. -10 p.m.
Sun: 8 a.m. -10 p.m.

1 6 3 E. Bethel Dr., B ou rb on nais
(corner of Convent & Bethel Drive)
815-929-1230 • www.AavaJava.com

Jo e’s Automotive Inc.
Car running rough?
Check Engine light on?
See Larry Nottke
Certified

Electrical Specialist

937-9281
560 S. Washington, Kankakée
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PH0«S® BY HEATHER PERRY

The members of the senior class celebrate after their win on the night of Ollies Follies variety show. They won with a lead of 2,550 points.

Senior win ends Ollies Follies
Always a
bridesmaid,
finally a bride
►A L Y GIBSON
agibsonl@ olivet.edu

he lights dimmed and a sea of yellow,
white, red and blue glow necklaces
outlined the different sections of Chalfant
Hall as the students got ready to win the ul
timate title for the year at the Ollies Follies
variety show at 7:30 p.m. on Sept. 6.
The cheering erupted, filling the room

T

with claps and chants. After a week of
sports and wacky games that involved ev
ery class, the variety show was an exhila
rating end to an eventful beginning of the
school year. Each class prepared videos,
skits and dance routines to knock out their
fellow Olivetians and the judges in hopes
of winning the overall event.
The freshmen class represented Chicago
with bright yellow while the sophomores
wore while, representing the Southern city
of Houston. The junior class blazed in red
on behalf of Los Angeles as the seniors
took New York in blue.
The variety show was just the place to
showcase the hard work and determination
put in by the students of each class.
“I was just really excited to see what

The variety show came to an end with the senior class celebrating as if
in Times Square on New Year’s Eve.

everyone had been pouring their time and
energy into for the past two weeks,” junior
Shannon Battershell, vice president of so
cial life, said.
The continuous cheers and chants
showed the energy and enthusiasm of each
class.
There was a slight difference to this
year’s show. Usually the show is sched
uled for Saturdays but this year it was on
Sunday.
“There was a football game on Saturday
night and we needed to schedule around
that,” Battershell said.
But no matter the night, Chalfant Hall
was packed with an audience from every
class cheering the performers.
Matt Smith, director of campus recre
ation and judicial affairs, hosted the event
for the second time this year, previewing
videos of “Slap Chop” and “Dorm-Wow”
commercials^ as well as an introduction
with his daughter.
. The social committee puts in the hardest
effort for this event on campus.
“They do all the dirty work of the games
and variety show, and sometimes have to
miss out on participating,” Battershell said.
“They are true servant leaders for their"
peers.”
There were representatives from every
class on stage performing for their peers.
:$?A group of us brought all of our styles
together to make one very awesome show,”
junior Meagan Robins said.
Robins, as well as eight other junior stu
dents, worked together to bring styles of
dance into the mix and create a uniform
and exciting dance number. Two other stu
dents, Jacquelyn Owens and Chris Tolbert,
also juniors, contributed a step-routine that
finalized the dancing portion.
“It was really one big team effort,” Rob
ins said.
The same type of team style also worked
well for the other classes, bringing together

video, acting and dancing. Freshmen acted
out a skit, complete with “Oprah” and her
own studio audience. Sophomores also
brought intense dance routines and a “love
story” video, proudly representing the city
of Houston.
“We all work together and collaborate,”
senior Kristin Murray said.
Murray, along with several other seniors,
helped to prepare the New York-themed
routines for the senior class. She person
ally helped with choreography and running
the practices.
“It’s one of those times when we really
get to see how talented everyone is,” she
said. 1®T really love seeing the show come
together.
The mystery of the evening ended with
the freshmen in fourth place, followed by
sophomores and then the juniors. The se
niors bagged first place for this year.
“Our class feels like we have b.een a bit
hosed the past two years,” Murray said,
representing her senior peers.
This year the senior class pulled out all
the stops and took home the winning title
without leaving a sour taste in the mouths
of the underclassmen.
“Everyone was in it to win it,” Batter
shell said. “But I’ve never seen a group of
peers more respectful to one another.”
Most students agree that, although Ollies
Follies is a competition, it is also a unique
and fun bonding experience that brings
together a class, and a student body as a
whole.
“It’s just so fun to create a wonderful
show out of nothing and to see everyone
come together,” Murray said. “You make
a great show and great friends in the pro
cess.”
So with a senior class win, hew friends
and a profound understanding of team
work, another Ollies Follies has come and
gone.
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Music review:
¡Movie review:
I‘A11 About Steve”! Avalon’s new CD
> S A R A H CIOVE
. sgiove@otivet.edu

■ There are three things you
¡¡¿need to ask yourself if, you’re
going to create a good cross
word puzzle. Mary Horowitz
1 would say: “Is it solvable? Is it
entertaining? And does it spar, kle?”
In “All about Steve” (PG? 13} Mary (Sandra Bullock) is
a quirky cruciverbalist cross
word constructor - who is
characterized by her bright red
boots and arcane vocabulary.
She finds herself on a blind date
with Steye (Bradley Cooper), a
news station cameraman. But
the date itself didn’t get past the
curb of her parent’s house.
That’s right. Thirty-some
thing Mary currently lives at
. home. After a comical yet rep
rehensible rumble in the back of
Steve’s truck, he fakes a phone
call to lose eccentric Mary
while mumbling a courteous lie
about how he’d like to take her
along on the road with him if he
could.
H
H
O f course, when Mary loses
her job due to her unsolvable
crossword that is all about
Steve, she seCs no other option
but to take him up on his offer.
The rest is stalker history.
•V, I went into this movie with
low expectations. When I
walked into the theater I knew
nothing about this film except

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.BAUERGRIFFINONIJNE.COM

“A ll a b o u t S te v e ” k ic k e d
o f f th e h o lid a y w e e k e n d
w ith a a n o p e n in g o f $ 3 .3 5
m illio n .
that it was about some guy who
had a crazy stalker girl, but when
the credits started rolling, 1 knew

it was better than I expected. Foil
starters, it’s got a little bit of evlf
ery genre: comedy, romanc||j
some action and even a quick«
moment of horror that made the \
whole theater jump. I also appre
ciated Mary’s reoccurring motif;
of Cake’s song, “Short Skirt and;:
a Long Jacket.”
It’s been said that TV and film!
are just dramatized, over-exag-!
gerated scenes of real life. There!
are moments in life when every-:!
one isn’t “normal,” and this film;
reminds us to be ourselves. “AIL
About Steve” is philosophical^
at its core. It asks real questions!
about life: Why do we have this!
natural compulsion in life to fill!
empty spaces, beyond crossword!
puzzles? What do we use to fill;
; them? And why do we try so hard ;
to fit in when we were made to
stand out? This film is a remind
er to be who you’re made to be
and not apologize for it. Be your;
quirky self and don’t let anyone!
change that unique part of you. -!
It was entertaining and had a re- •;
fireshingly original ending, but I’d
have to agree with Entertainment
Weekly’s Mandi Bierly, who said!
the movie needs a tighter, funnier
script. She also thinks, since quirk
isn’t mainstream, the lead actress
shouldn’t be either.
^
I’d give it, a six out of 10. If you
go see it, you’ll have a good laugh;
and enjoy a unique ending. But ,
don’t forget to stay for the short
clip after the credits.
,!, ,!i
1

►NICOLE BRENNAN

nbrennan@olivet.edu

Avalon is releasing their first
studio record in three years on
Sept. 15. “Reborn” is “not your
Mom’s Avalon record!” said
Janna Long, one of the founding
Avalon members.
Her husband, Greg, was offi
cially a member since 2003. The
other members of this quartet are
Jeremi Richardson (introduced in
2007) and his wife, Amy (intro
duced on this record).
For 14 years now, the audience
has accepted Avalon as great vo
calists with slick, pop worship
songs. One of their top songs is
“Testify to Love.” They have
six Dove awards, three Grammy
nominations and one American
Music award under their belt.
They have a “reinvented” style,
a new label, and a new producer,
Ian Eskesil, who has worked with
other popular artists, such as Stel
lar Kart and Krystal Myers.
“Reborn” definitely has the
great vocals and harmonies that
you expect out of Avalon, but the
lyrics seem too artificial. They
are grasping for another hit record
and the victim this time is “mod
em rock.” With heavy synthesiz
er melodies and too many ballads,
this record is only fitting for true
vocal enthusiasts.
Their title song begins the al
bum with a mediocre start, and
I’m sad to say that it’s all downhill
from there. The song “Reborn”
held no connection point for me.

The song tells the old story that
God has healed their heart and
made it “reborn.” I do not doubt
the lyrics (for example, “No one
else can love like that”) but I can
.find a thousand other songs that
are musically more catchy and do
not rely so heavily on the synthe
sizer.
A few other songs, such as
“Alive,” “Stay” and “California”;’
were pointless. They added noth-.
ing to the record beyond show
casing the band’s great four-part
harmony. These harmonies were
outstanding, but it needed more.
The sixth track, .¿“Destined” i
sounded so much like Miley
Cyrus’ “The Climb” that it was
strange. “Fragile?;; only restated
the old children’s verse, “! am
weak but He is strong” without
the simplistic phrasing.
' Halfway into this record I knew
it was going to be a flop. I must
reiterate that Avalon’s vocals are
not the problem- they are phe
nomenal! But vocals are only a
small portion of a record. None
of the songs displayed a genuine
emotion. Avalon, instead, relied
on their former fame. The songs
tried to have feelings, but the
quartet was more focused on be
ing vocally superb than sounding
real. With their new “modem” ,
style they really do not fit in with
their old crowd and the pop/rock
crowd will not accept them be
cause of their old reputation. The
only people who will enjoy this
record are the die-hard Avalon
fans, and even they will be disap
pointed.

Getting to know Lucrezio
►NICOLE BRENNAN
nbrennan@olivet.edu

After the grand reopening of
Higher Grounds! on Sept. 4, I
caught up with the closing band,
Lucrezio. Lucrezio is made up
of Dave Fowler on percussion,
Jennifer Bumgarner on piano and
vocals and Jordan Bumgarner on
guitar and vocals. ,!
Jenniferiand Jordan were gra
cious enough to stay and answer
my questions,

.like .J j ust knew that I wanted to
sing. . !>;■;.,
Jordan: ! started when I was 12
in a heavy metal band- I wasn’t
really cool, and guitaf-made me
cool. Music gave.me a voice. In
college I kept writing and playing
with as many people as I could. I
wanted that thing that gave me a
voice when I was IÏ2 to give me a
voice when I was 20|g.

Q: Did you guys always want
to be Christian artists?

.-^Jordan: That’s who we ; ateQ: Howdidyou decide to beam ¿Ghristîans..
I wanted that impact

artist?

of being Christian when I started
with my heavy metal band, but
these days I don’t really want our
music to be labeled “Christian.” I
want it to be Christian because iy
comes from who we are.

Jennifer: For me. I guess it
started with my passion for this,
because this is where my heart is.
I glways knew I wanted to sing in
some sort of capacity when I was
a little girl and then seeing how j
Where do you guys mostly i
music can impact and encourage
play
your skowsZik
people, I knew that this is what I
wanted to do.
Jennifer: We play everyvp|fe.
Tonight
shop, f^p>r- j
Q: Have you always wanted row a bar,it’sanda coffee
the next day church,
to do this?
We aren’t bound by a label saying
that
we are a “Christian band^j
Jennifer: Yeah, but I didn’t
and
we
must play in church. The
know what it was going to look

V

people that need to hear you most
don’t, if you only play in church
es. That’s the beauty of being an
independent artist.

downtown Chicago.

Q : What upcoming evems-wb,
you guys have plannedWfc,

Q : Weirdest show yo u ’ve ever
played?

Jordan: The show that we
1compare all others to is when we
Jennifer: On October 11 we’re Relayed a Motorola show. It was
Q : What other profession do
opening
for Barlow GfrLlnd Su supposed to celebrate different
you have besides being a mu
perchick
in Valparaiso!5 'That’s cultures and we were the “rock”
sician?
exciting!
representatives.
Jordan: But we’rerhissing our1 Jennifer: I should’ve known
Jordam Jj.^W SyavJb pastor
at a church iri Rockford and Jen bass player right ndw So we’re not; it was going to be bad when the
going to recordyanOther album, ' : lady asked us where our costumes
nifer is thé worship leader (here.
but we have theibaterial.
\were.
Q: H oy do you guys balance
WJordan: Well we were the clos
your church jobs with being a Q z What’s twfweirdest situa-1 ing act and after we were done
tion you ’ve beeninpm m f,
band?-Pfhe emcee Came out and asked the
audience if they would like an en
JennifetM$ord&n just rode a core?; Nobody made a sound. Fi
/ « « ^ ‘■'il’s ^ p r o say be camel! ;
cause we have only worked there ^Jordan:Tup, a camel at LifeF- nally, one guy nonchalantly said,
fqt three weeks, so far, buÇtftey i est. I ji§ t about exceeded the “Sure.” S H f l
Jennifer: But they asked us
. Tëally encouragé us to keep the’! weig^ramit. After it, a woman
back the next year!
band going. They realize that this
if I would like to buy a
pis a ministry too and the lead pas- *
of jewelry-slide out of that U What song areym isinging
tor even said that this would make^ camel’s hair. And f asked her if
in your head right now?
us better for the church because it
¡pie Could make a piece of jewelry
keeps us in the community,
rout of my hair. That didn’t go
Jordan: “Free to be Me” by
over too well®
Francesca
Battistelli..
W : What’s the farthest yo u ’ye
Jennifenlijjjmd now we don’t
traveled?
have a souf^tir of Jordan riding
'I
. j
¡the camel?”W
For more information about
Jennifer;, probably Oshkosh.
Lucrezio,
visit their myspace at
Jordan: Or Keposha. We play
myspace.com/lucrezio.
mamlf^Sdrafia and focus o n 1
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BEARbonnais
hits
Olivet
Bears provide opportunity, frustration for campus
sional athletes, and as my major
is communications, it was awe
CLAU D IA VO ICU
some to be around that.”
Gary Newsome, director of ath-t'
mvanderh@olivet.edu
letics at ONU, said that since the
and gvoicu@olivet.edu
Bears came to Olivet there haw
he end of July meant been a lot of improvements to
time for the Chicago the sports facilities, including the
Bears to move onto practice fields, fitness center, and
campus, and with them came over Ward Field. The improvementsJ
125,000 fans this y ear- including he said, were at least partially
a one-day record of over 12,000,; paid for by funds from the train
said Gary Griffin, director of uni ing camp.
versity relations and camp coor
The Chicago Bears had practice
dinator.
up until the Friday before classes
The Bears seem to be a great started, making it difficult for stu
opportunity for Olivet to gain rec dents who were moving in early.
ognition, but the team’s presence . “I was given a two-hour time
made things more complicated limit to move all of my things from
for students to move into their fall Olde Oak to my Grand apartment
housing, as well as for the foot or else I would have been fined
ball team, which had to practice $50 an hour” said Corey Buttry,
on the intramural fields.
an Olivet senior and employee at
There is plenty of good about the Bears camp.
the
Bears
coming to g
f
Olivet, such
pbf|gjs need some change. We could have
as
recog
benefited better than we did.
nition
on
ESPN, Com
cast Sports-Don Lee, footballcoach.
Net, and all
the Chicago
news stations that come to Bour
Players, coaches an3 the media
bonnais.
were housed in Howe and in some
Along with these, students re Grand apartments, which made it
ceive job opportunities at the difficult for students to move into
camp that include security, park their fall housing. Football play
ing coordination, and broadcast ers were housed in Hills until the
ing.
Bears and all the people that came
*1“Hosting this camp is a great with them were moved out.
recruiting tool, for our school,”
Senior Kendall Cramer worked
said junior Luke Franklin. “A lot in food service for the camp and
of students.are impressed by the did reporting for Shine.fm.
Bears.” •
“The university’s first priority
Franklin also said the camp is its students, nof the Chicago
opens up a lot of opportunities for Bears,” Cramer said, while ex
communication students. Frank plaining the limited access that
lin had a chance to work with students had when the Bears were
WBBM’s Jeff Joniak, the voice on Olivet’s campus.
of the Chicago Bears, as his as
Said junior Gianne Estocado, a
sistant during the camp.
comerback on the football team:
“I learned a lot, seeing how the “The entire football team had to
Chicago media treats the profes- walk to Fortin Villa just so we can
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Bears wide receiver Devin Hester signs autographs forfans at training camp.
practice. Also, we were unable to
use other facilities because of the
high security that we had on cam
pus.” ■
New head football coach Don
Lee said he was disappointed with

the amount of access the team had
on campus.
He mentioned that his main
concern was that the football team
had to practice at Fortin Villa,
where players were more suscep

tible to injury because its intra-d
mural fields are not maintained as
well as the football practice field.
“Things need some change,”
Lee said. “We could have benefi
ted better than we did.”

Volleyball team ranked
13th in preseason poll
Olivet’s volleyball team looks to build
on previous season
►RYAN LENNON
rlennon@6livet.edu

■ After last season’s 38-11
record, winning the Chicagoland Collegiate Athletic
Conference tournament and
a 15th-place rank in the fi
nal National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics poll
last year, the ONU women’s
volleyball team began com-,
petition this fall ranked 13th
in the NAIA preseason poll.
Brenda Williams, who is
now in her 14th season as
head coach of the Tigers,
said thê team wants to com
pete in nationals and needs
to improve its wins in cham
pionship play from last year,
when the Tigers went 2-2.
Williams went on to say
that focusing on God and
striving to win can go handin-hand.
“Spiritually, \Ye want to
honor God in everything we
do. We want (other teams) to
see a difference.” •
The team lost last year’s

seniors, Michelle McFadden and Laura Wilkens, but
gained six freshmen. Ten
players have also returned.
The team started with a 3-1
record but currently has a 4-5
record, which on Tuesday
night was the second-highest
overall record in the CCAC.
The Tigers ranked 16th in the
Sept. 8 NAIA poll.
“We’re very competitive,”
Williams said. “People who
think Christian athletes aren’t
competitive . don’t lqiow
Christian athletes.”
Williams said it is reward
ing to make a difference in
her players’ lives and said her
hope is that years from now,
those players will look back
and see how volleyball was
beneficial to them on several
levels.
“The best part about coach
ing is the fact that, there’s
something new every year,”
Williams said. “I see each of
them improve every year as
an athlete, and as a person.”

COURTBiffi i f fg f FUCKR.COM/PHOTOS/
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Current sophomore Danielle
Vander Schaaf in 2008.

Fantasy update with Briggs
What you need to know for your week-two fantasy team
►DUSTIN BRIGGS
dbriggsl@ olivet.edu

fter what is sure to be
an exciting opening
week of the season, the
guesswork of drafting is passed
and the real work of research
ing and putting together a team
begins. The NFL is a league of
matchups, and the teams that win
it all are often the ones who find
the' diamonds in the rough and
make the shrewd pickups. Here
are my top five tips for week two
of the NFL season. Your season
MVP may still be waiting for you
to pick up.

A

1. Though it would hardly be a
shock to anyone if Adrian Peter
son broke his own rushing record
against the Lions, the potential
for his backup, Chester Taylor,
to have a big day is there as well.
With the outcome of the game
likely to be clear early, look for
the Vikings to try to lessen the
load on Peterson and give Taylor
a chance to pick up plenty of gar
bage points. In fact, look for a lot
of Vikings to be successful in this
game. If it’s going to be a party"
at Detroit’s expense, you might as
well make it your party.
2. Fred Jackson of the Buffalo
Bills is still a free agent in over

half of all fantasy leagues. He will of yards on the ground, for him
likely only have top fantasy value this week.
until Marshawn Lynch’s suspen
4. Though many lost all trust
sion is up, but he has proven him in him last year, maybe this is
self to be a very capable runner. the week to give David Garrard a
And in a featured role against a second chance. Arizona’s defense
rebuilding Tampa Bay squad, he still doesn’t scare anyone, and
is an excellent option.
with top quarterbacks like Philip
3.
Gauge his week one effort Rivers, Ben Roethlisberger, Jay
for sure, but give a lot of consid Cutler, and Tony Romo all having
eration to sitting LaDainian Tom difficult matchups, he may even
linson in week two. The Char be a safer play.
gers are slowly becoming more
5. The team defenses of Wash
of a passing team, but Baltimore ington and Oakland could be the
is likely to try to take away the steals of the week.. Washington
run game first as they always do. has low-powered St. Louis at
Tomlinson is still a threat to score home, and it could be the chance
every week, but don’t expect a lot for Albert Haynesworth to start

earning some of that giant con
tract. Though Oakland is a tra
ditionally bad team, I would be
surprised if they weren’t able to
shutdown KC.

Take your pick:
-Chester Taylor
; -Fred Jackson
-LaDainian Tomlinson • §
i -David Garrard
‘ -Washington/Oakland

ONU sport
shorts:
Fall teams
ready to
go and
ready to
win
►NICK BIRKEY
nbirkey@olivet.edu

•Two varsity ONU sports, vol
leyball and men’s cross country,
came into this season ranked by
the National Association of In
tercollegiate Athletics. The pre
season polls had cross country
eighth and volleyball 13th.
•Coach Brenda Williams and
the volleyball team are coming
off a National Association of In
tercollegiate Athletics appearance
at nationals and are looking to de. fend their Chicagoland Collegiate
Athletic Conference title..
•Meanwhile, men’s cross coun
try is looking to win their fourth
straight CCAC title and make a
run at the NAIA nationals.
•Two other sports received at
least one vote in the preseason
polls: women’s soccer and wom
en’s cross country, the latter of
which is in its first year compet
ing as a team.
•The football program started
this Saturday under new coach
Don Lee, who is operating the air
raid spread offense. The Tigers
lost to McKendree University, 55•3. They have a game tomorrow at
home against West Virginia Uni
versity Institute of Technology
•The women’s soccer team
under coach Bill Bahr is coming
off their 2008 National Christian
College Athletic Association na
tional championship.

f

Welcome back to Olivet Nazarene!
Enroll in one of our classes and see if you are up to the challenge!
For more information email jcarmea2@olivet.edu

